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The Innovative Admin
When we say something is 'virtual" in modern
terminology, we are almost always talking about
something related to the internet. So Virtual Dating is
dating using the internet. "Virtual" does not mean
something that does not exist. But it implies you are
replacing a normal physical entity with a real but for
the most part unseen entity that lives online. The
trend in strategic business planning is to incorporate
an aggressive 'virtual marketing" plan with your
traditional plans. So it makes sense that eventually
the move to virtual resources would reach human
resources with the availability of virtual employees. In
the last two or three years, virtual employment has
taken off and become a very real resource for
businesses wishing to tap into valuable experience
and subject matter expertise that cannot be found
locally. Agencies such as Team Double Click and RentA-Coder provide an army of ready to work
professionals that can step in and get a job done
quickly and efficiently for an employer.

Hire the Right Virtual Assistant
Virtual Assistant - The Series: Become a Highly
Successful, Sought VA stands alone as the leader in
books on starting a virtual assistant business. As the
longest standing book in the industry, it's often
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referred to as the VA Industry Bible, and cited as a
"must have" tool for all VAs, new and aspiring.
Leaving no stone unturned this book sets the stage
for starting, operating, and growing a successful and
PROFITABLE virtual assistant business. It has been
instrumental in the success of administrative and
executive assistants, word processors, and other
corporate professionals realizing their dreams of
becoming an entrepreneur. Along with their personal
experiences, the authors also include words of
wisdom, tips, and tricks from numerous industry
professionals through the ever-popular "In Their Own
Words" section at the end of each chapter and
featured throughout the book. This will enable you to
see how others are making their businesses
successful and provide you with a blueprint on how to
do the same with yours.

Be a Kickass Assistant
Virtual Assistance is one of the fastest growing
industries today. It is very possible to earn an income
from home wearing your pajamas and bunny slippers.
If you are ready to be your own boss, take charge of
your life, put in the time and energy it requires, and
commit yourself fully - then you are half way to your
goal. With this easy to follow "how to" manual you will
be on your way to starting your own successful virtual
assistant business.

The Virtual Assistant Handbook
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The Ultimate Sales Machine
If you have excellent organisational skills, want the
freedom to work from home and are passionate about
doing a great job then a career as a Virtual Assistant
could be for you The author shares all her tricks-of-thetrade to help budding and working VAs to become
more in-demand with the right clients and more incontrol of their success.

Be A Free Range Human
Chet Holmes has been called "one of the top 20
change experts in the country." He helps his clients
blow away both the competition and their own
expectations. And his advice starts with one simple
concept: focus! Instead of trying to master four
thousand strategies to improve your business, zero in
on the few essential skill areas that make the big
difference. Too many managers jump at every new
trend, but don't stick with any of them. Instead, says
Holmes, focus on twelve critical areas of
improvement—one at a time—and practice them over
and over with pigheaded discipline. The Ultimate
Sales Machine shows you how to tune up and soup up
virtually every part of your business by spending just
an hour per week on each impact area you want to
improve. Like a tennis player who hits nothing but
backhands for a few hours a week to perfect his
game, you can systematically improve each key area.
Holmes offers proven strategies for: Management:
Teach your people how to work smarter, not harder
Marketing: Get more bang from your Web site,
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advertising, trade shows, and public relations Sales:
Perfect every sales interaction by working on sales,
not just in sales The Ultimate Sales Machine will put
you and your company on a path to success and help
you stay there!

The Leader Assistant
Ennen and Poelker set the stage for starting,
operating, and growing a successful, profitable virtual
assistant business by covering all the nuts and bolts,
including financial planning, pricing services, billing,
and setting up business.

How to Work from Home as a Virtual
Assistant - A Quick Start Guide to Your
Own Home Business and Online Jobs
Helps you learn how to embrace innovative thinking
that makes you invaluable to your boss, your coworkers and your company.

How to Build a Successful Virtual
Assistant Business - Intl Edition
Discusses how to create a platform and build an
audience using social media technologies.

Ask a Manager
Are you ready to change your life and your lifestyle by
becoming a virtual assistant? You might have seen
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ads or heard of someone who was working as a VA
and wondered if you could do the same. You can! I
wrote this book to teach you all you need to know to
start your own VA business. By sharing my own
experiences and insights, you will save months or
even years trying to figure everything out on your
own!I first became a virtual assistant while working
remotely for my employer. After only a few months of
being a VA, my employer sent out new contracts for
the year. I had to make a decision then for the
upcoming year. Suddenly my lifelong philosophy of "I
will never own my own business" didn't seem like
such a bad idea. If I could do what I was doing for my
employer, couldn't I do it for myself?With little
thought, no business plan, no knowledge of how to
run a business, and-crazy enough-no fear, I sent the
contract back to my employer-unsigned.I told my
employer I felt this was my opportunity, and I had to
take it. It was now or never. He understood and was
supportive. I finished out my contract and then I was
officially on my own. There was one big problem.
Where do I find my clients? The question virtual
assistants ask the most, second only to "How do I get
rid of this client?"Sadly, not all VAs make it through
the first year and some are never able to do more
than keep it as a side gig ultimately working two jobs.
Throughout this book I will answer the most asked
questions, including the questions you don't know you
need to ask. I will take you from where you are now to
owning a successful virtual assistant business in the
least amount of time, spending the least amount of
money, and get you to your first client quickly. You'll
learn how to grow, scale, and reach elite VA status
generating income through several different sources
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all without being chained to a desk.I never had a
problem getting a job in my life. Somehow I thought
gaining clients would be as simple. I would prove
myself wrong. That one problem led to so many
others questions that I couldn't answer. And I quickly
realized no one could help me. All the mentors,
coaches, and guides didn't understand where I was
coming from. They had never been an administrative
professional. They were not familiar with the mindset
of an admin, so they didn't know how to transition my
skills to the virtual assistance world.Through trial and
error, I learned to weave business principles into the
mindset and service-based world of virtual assistance.
I figured out how to do what I do best, how to get paid
what I'm worth, and how to enjoy the life of being a
business owner. I ditched the traditional 9 to 5 job
and made my own rules. Being a VA isn't simply about
doing the work of an assistant; it is understanding the
business side of business.Consider this book your
roadmap. I wish someone had given me one! This
roadmap will provide you a foundation on which to
build your VA business. You will be able to take the
principles and guides in this book and personalize
them to your own business. While the process won't
be linear, each step will reveal another opportunity.I'll
share what others won't tell you. They can't. They
don't know. I have the unique perspective of
matching clients with VAs and consulting others,
answering all their questions, listening to what they
are looking for and what makes a good virtual
assistant. Any VA can make the minimum. You'll learn
how to get the premium clients, how to work with the
best of the best. Ultimately, you'll be able to live out
your wildest dreams.BUY THE BOOK NOW! I've even
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included a complimentary workbook to help you
through the steps. Don't wait another moment. Let's
get started now!

Virtual Assistant - the Series
Virtually Inspiring - Your Guide to becoming a
successful Virtual Assistant gives you inspiration,
empowerment, and most importantly, the key steps
to becoming successful in the Virtual Assistant
Industry. This book will give you step by step
examples and exercises that you can complete to
build a strong foundation for your business. These key
steps, examples, and exercises can also be applied to
any new business startup.

FabJob Guide to Become a Virtual
Assistant
This book is primarily written for new, aspiring, and
struggling Virtual Assistants, but will serve also to
provide valuable insights and ideas for all Virtual
Assistants. My intention is that you learn how to
become an effective and exceptional Virtual Assistant
and where to find clients and how to keep them. In
the pages of this book, you can count on me to share
what I myself have learned that has enabled me to
have a successful Virtual Assistant business. When I
started, I was putting in 16-18 hour days, but I am
pleased to report that I now work the hours I choose,
have a wonderful client roster and a six-figure annual
income. I say this not to brag, but to share with you
what truly is possible. There are tricks of the trade I
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wish someone had shared with me when I was first
starting out. I will be teaching several of these in this
book, so you won't need to spend long days as I did.
***** TESTIMONIALS "Jaimie provides excellent
service to all of her clients, including those needing
rush jobs. She stays on top of everything and is very
organized. I have been on Jaimie's team since 2012
and love the fact that she communicates very well
with her clients and her peers. She willingly shares
her expertise regarding the Virtual Assistant field and
I have learned a lot from her. She will always to lend a
helping hand. Her knowledge of social media is
beyond belief. I have learned from various sources,
but it's amazing how she constantly gives me tips and
tricks on how to take things to the next level for
clients as well as for my own business." Richard
Rinyai, Virtual AssistantOwner, Virtual Office Guy
www.virtualofficeguy.com “Jaimie and I are in the
same profession. I can't say enough about her. Her
guidance and advice has helped me in every way to
grow my business. She is extremely knowledgeable in
social media and she has a fabulous background in
processes and systems. This, along with her kind and
patient demeanor, makes her an absolute winner in
my book and for sure she would be in yours.”
Stephanie Scharer, Virtual Assistant “Jaimie is an
absolute superstar at being a virtual assistant. Her
depth of knowledge and out-of-box ideas adds major
value to businesses. I assist Jaimie with some of her
client assignments and highly recommend her for her
creativity, being reliable and her excellent work. She
loves what she does and you can absolutely see that
every time in the quality of the job she does." Haja,
Virtual Assistant "Jaimie is the best VA I've ever had.
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She is the perfect role model for VAs. When you look
up “virtual assistant” in the dictionary, I think you'll
find a picture of Jaimie. Just kidding of course, but she
is the best. Jaimie really understands what a business
owner needs. I never have to worry about her
completing an assignment or project on time and
within budget. Jaimie acts with integrity and makes
each client feel like her most important client. She is
trustworthy and has great customer service skills.
Many of my clients comment about her
responsiveness and her friendly yet professional style.
She has enhanced my company brand." Beverly
Harvey, ClientOwner, Harvey Careers
www.HarveyCareers.com “Jaimie's passion for making
business development happen is apparent in
everything she does. I have been a small business
owner since 1993 and appreciate that Jaimie is a rare
find in that she thinks strategically and tactically,
positions rapidly, and executes flawlessly. Jaimie
understands my strategy and has saved my company
time and money by taking appropriate initiatives to
streamline processes. I recommend her highly for any
small business owner who wants to proactively build a
business!” Annette Baron, ClientOwner, Proposal
Architectwww.proposal-architect.com

How to Build a Successful Virtual
Assistant Business
The No1 Best Seller for Secretarial and Office Skills on
Amazon UK. A fantastic learning and development
book for Personal Assistants, Executive Assistants,
Office Managers and Admins.
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Become an Inner Circle Assistant
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter
the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult
professional conversations—featuring all-new advice
from the creator of the popular website Ask a
Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist.
There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the
Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a
workplace-advice columnist have taught her that
people avoid awkward conversations in the office
because they simply don’t know what to say.
Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need
to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then take
credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in
an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you
catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy
with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone
is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A
must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s]
advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with
candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where
you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This
book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with
many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and
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a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford
professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its
advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is
the book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was
starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years
in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling
author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F*ck

Virtual Assistant - the Series (4th
Edition)
Up Close and Virtual is a complete reference guide to
starting a successful and PROFITABLE virtual assistant
business. We cover all the business nuts and bolts
including business and financial planning,
bookkeeping, billing, and setting up your business.
Plus it offers information on domain registration,
creating your web site, and most importantly, how
and where to find clients. Still working full time? We'll
show you how to ease into your practice while
working full-time AND continue to care for your
family. Along with our personal experiences, we've
also included recommendations from virtual
assistants across the land. These are the real pros
that are now running successful businesses. You will
find their suggestions in the "In Their Own Words"
section at the end of each chapter and featured
throughout the book. This will enable you to see how
others are making their businesses successful and
provide you with a blueprint on how to do the same
with yours.Cited as the bible for the VA industry, Up
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Close and Virtual is currently used as training material
for VA courses including being the primary textbook
for Red Deer Colleges VA Certification Program (in
Canada) and required reading for students of Virtual
Assistance U, an online training center for virtual
professionals.It truly leaves no stone overturned and
is a must for anyone wanting to start this type of
business.

Virtually Inspired
Have you ever wondered how much money the virtual
assistants (VA) make & what type of jobs they
typically do? If so, you are not alone. This is one of the
rapidly growing industries with tons of work
outsourced by small to big companies. Even the
solopreneurs are taking this as a profession.As a VA,
you can make money by working from anywhere
across the world. So long as you have an Internet
connection and a Smartphone or a computer, you can
work as a VA. I wish I had written this book back in
the year 2017 when one of my friends was struggling
to make good money as a VA so that he could have a
smooth transition being a VA. But now he and many
other VAs are making more than $3000/month+ and
are traveling all around the world, living a digital
nomad life.Hi, my name is Abhi and Co-Founder &
CEO of a Facebook specialized advertising company
Digital Pexel, I hire VAs for almost all of my work, like
data entry, email response, appointment scheduling
and more and I was VA even before my journey of
entrepreneurship has started. Most of the companies
out there hire a VA for both short-term & long-term
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projects and you can encash this opportunity. If all of
this sounds exciting to you, then read on because I've
got a lot more to train you on. So you might be
wondering that all this sounds good, but who exactly
is a virtual assistant (VA)? A virtual assistant (typically
abbreviated to VA, also called a virtual office
assistant) is a person who provides support services
to other businesses from a remote location and
provides professional, administrative, technical, or
creative (social) assistance to the clients remotely
from home or own office and not from the client's
location.It's a win-win situation for both you and your
clients, as you being a VA can charge variable pricing
from client to client depending on your skills and
client's project. Whereas the client is also benefited
from virtual assistants as VAs are independent
contractors rather than employees. Clients are not
responsible for any employee-related taxes, insurance
or benefits, except in the context that those indirect
expenses are included in the VAs fees. These days,
clients also avoid the logistical problem of providing
extra office space, equipment or supplies. Clients pay
for 100% productive work and can work with virtual
assistants individually, or in multi-VA firms to meet
their exact needs. What does a Virtual Assistant
Do?You might be thinking that it sounds great to me
but does a VA actually do? The answer is pretty
simple; anything that is done online can be done by a
VA. A VA can do anything that's done by support
except bringing a coffee;)If you are excited to know
more purchase this book, which you will help become
a perfect VA and earns some real money as VA.
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Become a Successful Virtual Assistant
Become a Virtual Assistant - The Virtual Assistant
Forums Guide to Success will help you get from where
you are now to right where you want to be - working
from home running your own successful virtual
assistant business! You're likely reading this because
you want to work from home in your own business as
a successful virtual assistant. But you just don't know
where to go from here or how to get started. This
book is your road map to success. The Become a
Virtual Assistant book from Virtual Assistant Forums
(the premiere online networking community for VAs)
is chock full of information, direction and advice to
help you become a virtual assistant - there's NO fluff
in this eBook. You'll also receive 35 FREE startup
worksheets, sample contracts, and business
documents that you can copy and reference for your
own use. As an added FREE BONUS we've also
included a detailed list of over 100 online small
business and virtual assistant industry resources you
can put to work for your own business. This book can't
make you a successful virtual assistant (only YOU can
do that!) - but it will help you avoid months of
questioning, uncertainty, and research so you can feel
confident, prepared, and organized as you get down
to the business of running your own virtual assistant
business. To your success!

Virtual Assistant Assistant
'If you're thinking about trying mindfulness, this is the
perfect introduction.I'm grateful to Andy for helping
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me on this journey.' BILL GATES 'It's kind of genius'
EMMA WATSON Feeling stressed about
Christmas/Brexit/everthing? Try this Demystifying
meditation for the modern world: an accessible and
practical route to improved health, happiness and
well being, in as little as 10 minutes. Andy
Puddicombe, founder of the celebrated Headspace, is
on a mission: to get people to take 10 minutes out of
their day to sit in the now. Here he shares his simple
to learn, but highly effective techniques of meditation.
* Rest an anxious, busy mind * Find greater ease
when faced with difficult emotions, thoughts,
circumstances * Improve focus and concentration *
Sleep better * Achieve new levels of calm and
fulfilment. The benefits of mindfulness and meditation
are well documented and here Andy brings this
ancient practice into the modern world, tailor made
for the most time starved among us. First published
as Get Some Headspace, this reissue shows you how
just 10 minutes of mediation per day can bring about
life changing results.

The Professor Is In
Whether you're an executive assistant with an
entrepreneurial spirit, a small business owner looking
for a change, or someone who has dreamed of
running a successful business from home, this book is
for you! Professional Virtual Assistant Alyssa Gregory
shares her expert tips, tools and secrets to help you:*
Take a realistic look at virtual assistance* Discover
your marketable skills* Identify your ideal client*
Market yourself on a budget* Balance work and
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familyNot only does this book provide realistic advice,
but it also includes a comprehensive VA Resource
Toolkit with recommended business tools, websites,
books and services. PLUS, by registering your book at
www.vasecretsrevealed.com, you'll gain access to:
checklists, worksheets and sample documents; an
"Ask Alyssa" tool; answers to frequently asked
questions; and much more!

The 2-Second Commute
Virtual Assistants work from home, providing
everything from administrative support to high-end
consulting via email, phone, and fax. Predicted to be a
$130 billion industry by 2008, they don't commute,
they set their own hours, and they get to spend time
with their kids. Wouldn't you like to be a VA, too?
Christine Durst founded the Virtual Assistant industry
in 1995 from a basement office in rural Connecticut.
Michael Haaren, an ex-Wall Street attorney (who grew
up in a log cabin), was one of her clients. Together
they launched Staffcentrix, a leading VA training
company, and the International Virtual Assistants
Association, built the first Portable Career/Virtual
Assistant Training Program for the Armed Forces,
presented at the United Nations, and transformed the
Virtual Assistant movement into a global
phenomenon. Drawing on years of experience training
and mentoring Virtual Assistants around the world,
Chris and Mike take the mystery out of home-based
virtual careers, and help you avoid the common
pitfalls, too. In The 2-Second Commute, you'll learn
how to: Market the skills you already have Overcome
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shyness to get the work you want Launch your VA
business on a shoestring Use the business to
strengthen your family And much more! The 2-Second
Commute's self-assessment exercises will help you
decide whether the VA path is a good fit for you, or if
you need to acquire new skills before setting out.
Interviews with successful VAs, VA clients, and
telework industry experts will help you find good
clients and projects ASAP (and avoid bad ones), and
leverage your first assignment toward a foundation of
consistent cashflow that meets your financial and
work-life goals. Along the way, you'll meet people who
will support and inspire you to do what you, too, may
have often longed to do: bid farewell to the rat race,
earn a respectable income, and spend more time with
your family.

Virtually Inspired
Moonlighting on the Internet
It's weird and frankly bewildering that the most
talented women in the world are often the ones
struggling to make fabulous money from their talents.
In Get Rich, Lucky Bitch!, you'll get the tools and
inspiration you need to go to the next level of wealth whether you're starting from scratch or itching to
break through the million-dollar mark. Denise DuffieldThomas has been through the whole financial
rollercoaster herself - she has probably made every
financial mistake possible! Finally, having had enough
of under-earning, she dedicated a year to practising
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everything she knew about the Law of Attraction and
applied it directly to money. As a result of all this
work, her income doubled, then tripled, and in a few
years she went from always being broke to being a
successful entrepreneur. And in this book she teaches
you how create the same shifts in your own life. This
book is the most practical manifestation book you'll
ever read. You'll get day-to-day actions, inspiration,
kick-up-the-butt real talk and loving advice. There's
no amount of money you could want that's too big or
too small. Denise will teach you to cut through years
of under-earning and chronic underserving, fly
through your income goals, heal your money wounds
and break through old self-beliefs. No matter where
you're starting from, if you're willing to uncover
what's holding you back, this book will help you
create money miracles in your life.

Become a Virtual Assistant Now! You Can
Easily Start Your Own Virtual Assistant
Business at Home.
Trapped in a job or business that's "just not you"?
Always dreaming of your next vacation or living for
the weekend? Marianne Cantwell's straight-talking
bestseller will help you break out of that career cage
and Be A Free Range Human. It's about much more
than just quitting your job and becoming your own
boss. It's about life on your terms, working when,
where and how you want - so you don't have to fit
yourself into someone else's box to make a great
income. This second edition won't just inspire you, it
will give you unconventional and practical steps to: Page 19/33
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Discover what you really want to do with your life
(even if no answer has ever fully fit) - Get started in
90 days, with what you have - Create a free range
career, tailor-made for you and the life you want (be it
travelling the world or hanging out in your favourite
café) - Stand out from the crowd and get paid well to
be you Be A Free Range Human was one of the first
and most popular guides to creating a custom career
(without an office or a boss). Updated with new advice
on how to make free range work for your personality
(you don't need to be a constantly-networking
extrovert. have an MBA, or get funding), this smart,
energizing guide will help you cut through the noise,
see your options in a new way, and get the freedom
and fulfilment you crave.

The Wisdom of Crowds
Are you tired of your 9-5 job and want to start your
own business? You might have heard of the term
"Virtual Assistant" but not sure what exactly it is or
maybe you want to become a Virtual Assistant but not
sure how. This book will teach you what a virtual
assistant is, how to become a virtual assistant, how to
create your website and a huge list of services that
you offer. Even if you have never worked in an office
this book will teach you how to become a Virtual
Assistant. This book will walk you through all of the
steps of becoming a Virtual Assistant. It will also teach
you how to create a website on your own instead of
paying someone else to do so. I have paid a lot of
money on courses that weren't much of a help. In this
book, I have combined all of the key points that I have
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learned from different courses to ensure that anyone
who follows this guide will become successful. This
book is perfect for anyone who has no experience or
someone who is struggling to find clients. Now is the
best time to start your Virtual Assistant business
because the demand for a Virtual Assistant has
increased drastically.Are you ready to leave your 9-5
job and start earning 5k+ Monthly?

Become a Virtual Assistant
And it could very well inspire you to change your
world."--Sheryl Sandberg, chief operating officer of
Facebook and #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Lean In The New York Times bestselling author of
Give and Take examines how people can champion
new ideas--and how leaders can encourage originality
in their organizations With Give and Take, Adam
Grant not only introduced a landmark new paradigm
for success but also established himself as one of his
generation's most compelling and provocative
thought leaders. In Originals he again addresses the
challenge of improving the world, but now from the
perspective of becoming original: choosing to
champion novel ideas and values that go against the
grain, battle conformity, and buck outdated traditions.

Platform
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business
columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively
simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than
an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving
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problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise
decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless
erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture,
psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics,
artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to
show how this simple idea offers important lessons for
how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our
companies, and think about our world.

The Home Edit
Virtually Inspiring - Your Guide to becoming a
successful Virtual Assistant gives you inspiration,
empowerment, and most importantly, the key steps
to becoming successful in the Virtual Assistant
Industry. This book will give you step by step
examples and exercises that you can complete to
build a strong foundation for your business. These key
steps, examples, and exercises can also be applied to
any new business startup.

Beginners Guide To Becoming A Virtual
Assistant
Why are you doing EVERYTHING yourself? What would
you do if you had even one more hour a day devoted
solely to growing your business and making more
money? Virtual assistants will make your life easier by
taking the stress out of your business life. As a small
business owner, you need more time so you can make
more money and stay competitive in an everchanging world. If you're spending less than 70
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percent of your time on work that doesn't generate
revenue, isn't building relationships, or isn't creating
new products, then you're not spending enough time
on your business. It means you're spending too much
time in your business. This book will show you why
Virtual Assistance (VA) is the answer. Hire the Right
Virtual Assistant is the complete guide to: Know what
a VA is and how they differ from Executive Assistants
Understand the benefits and need of a VA - it's more
than just outsourcing Hiring the right VA the first time
in less time than you think Finally be able to use the
VA right away to make the biggest impact in your
business and free up your time If you had time right
now to work on your business instead of in it, what
could you do? Could you make a sale? Visit a client
and earn more business? Make another 20 calls a day
to land more clients? Work the pipeline? Network?
Think about your proven method to gain more clients.
Using that method, how many more clients could you
have if you had more time? This is where you put a
VA to work for you. They work in your business so you
can work on your business. I promise that hiring a VA
will be the best decision you make for your business.
You will get back your time. Scroll up and pick up your
copy today!"

How to Become a Virtual Assistant
MAKE AN EXTRA $1000 PER MONTH IN JUST 5-10
HOURS PER WEEK Moonlighting on the Internet
presents the most reliable and proven ways to create
extra income for the short term and establish a
continual revenue stream for the long term -- giving
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consideration to your time and lifestyle needs.
Internet entrepreneur Shelby Larson does not
encourage you to “make money from home in your
underwear,” or present “the magic-bullet plan to
making millions.” Instead, Larson shows you how to: •
Assess your skills, resources, and goals • Evaluate the
right profit path for you • Find clients, create
proposals, manage projects, and set rates • Market
your website using smart, high-quality content that
ranks well • Generate traffic using display ads,
retargeting, and other traffic drivers • Distribute
content using social media, Q&A sites, and forums •
Create sales funnels using proven traffic strategies
and tactics

Virtual Gal Friday's Virtual Assistant
Start Up Guide
A practical guide to strutting your stuff from cubicle to
corner office. Drawing on her experience as personal
and executive assistant to George Stephanopolous
during Clinton's campaign and first term, Heather
Beckel cuts to the chase on how to dazzle now to get
ahead later.

Financial Freedom
The words Inner Circle conjure up visions of an
exclusive group of people whose achievements are
admired and rewarded. The Inner Circle Assistant title
doesn't show up on any organizational chart but they
are the assistant who knows how to make things
happen and supports the movers and shakers in the
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organization. Become An Inner Circle Assistant
outlines the steps to earn the Inner Circle status as
well as thrive in the position. It is a book of strategy
and work-place philosophy that will help
administrative professionals become top performers
in work and in their careers. The book presents the
competencies that characterize successful office
professionals and is based on the author's popular
training program, the Star Achievement Series, which
is delivered to thousands of administrative
professionals nationwide. Assistants who learn these
competencies and incorporate them into their work
will be successful. They will increase their impact on
the company's results, be visible and recognized as a
star performer, prepare for future positions, increase
self-esteem and levels of confidence, and ultimately
achieve Inner Circle status.

Become a Successful Virtual Assistant
(Va): Even as a Beginner: Learn the
Business Side of Getting and Keeping
Clients & Ditch Your Soul Sucking Job
Entrepreneurs often suffer from ”superhero
syndrome”—the misconception that to be successful,
they must do everything themselves. Not only are
they the boss, but also the salesperson, HR manager,
copywriter, operations manager, online marketing
guru, and so much more. It’s no wonder why so many
people give up the dream of starting a business—it’s
just too much for one person to handle. But
outsourcing expert and ”Virtual CEO,” Chris Ducker
knows how you can get the help you need with
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resources you can afford. Small business owners,
consultants, and online entrepreneurs don’t have to
go it alone when they discover the power of building
teams of virtual employees to help run, support, and
grow their businesses. Virtual Freedom: How to Work
with Virtual Staff to Buy More Time, Become More
Productive, and Build Your Dream Business is the stepby-step guide every entrepreneur needs to build his
or her business with the asset of working with virtual
employees. Focusing on business growth, Ducker
explains every detail you need to grasp, from figuring
out which jobs you should outsource to finding, hiring,
training, motivating, and managing virtual assistants.
With additional tactics and online resources, Virtual
Freedom is the ultimate resource of the knowledge
and tools necessary for building your dream business
with the help of virtual staff.

Virtual Freedom
The definitive career guide for grad students,
adjuncts, post-docs and anyone else eager to get
tenure or turn their Ph.D. into their ideal job Each year
tens of thousands of students will, after years of hard
work and enormous amounts of money, earn their
Ph.D. And each year only a small percentage of them
will land a job that justifies and rewards their
investment. For every comfortably tenured professor
or well-paid former academic, there are countless
underpaid and overworked adjuncts, and many more
who simply give up in frustration. Those who do make
it share an important asset that separates them from
the pack: they have a plan. They understand exactly
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what they need to do to set themselves up for
success. They know what really moves the needle in
academic job searches, how to avoid the all-toocommon mistakes that sink so many of their peers,
and how to decide when to point their Ph.D. toward
other, non-academic options. Karen Kelsky has made
it her mission to help readers join the select few who
get the most out of their Ph.D. As a former tenured
professor and department head who oversaw
numerous academic job searches, she knows from
experience exactly what gets an academic applicant a
job. And as the creator of the popular and widely
respected advice site The Professor is In, she has
helped countless Ph.D.’s turn themselves into
stronger applicants and land their dream careers.
Now, for the first time ever, Karen has poured all her
best advice into a single handy guide that addresses
the most important issues facing any Ph.D., including:
-When, where, and what to publish -Writing a
foolproof grant application -Cultivating references and
crafting the perfect CV -Acing the job talk and campus
interview -Avoiding the adjunct trap -Making the leap
to nonacademic work, when the time is right The
Professor Is In addresses all of these issues, and many
more.

VA Secrets Revealed! An Insider's Guide
to Being a Successful Virtual Assistant
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the stars of the
Netflix series Get Organized with The Home Edit (with
a serious fan club that includes Reese Witherspoon,
Gwyneth Paltrow, and Mindy Kaling), here is an
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accessible, room-by-room guide to establishing new
order in your home. Believe this: every single space in
your house has the potential to function efficiently
and look great. The mishmash of summer and winter
clothes in the closet? Yep. Even the dreaded junk
drawer? Consider it done. And the best news: it’s not
hard to do—in fact, it's a lot of fun. From the home
organizers who made their orderly eye candy the
method that everyone swears by comes Joanna and
Clea’s signature approach to decluttering. The Home
Edit walks you through paring down your belongings
in every room, arranging them in a stunning and easyto-find way (hello, labels!), and maintaining the
system so you don't need another do-over in six
months. When you're done, you'll not only know
exactly where to find things, but you'll also love the
way it looks. A masterclass and look book in one, The
Home Edit is filled with bright photographs and
detailed tips, from placing plastic dishware in a
drawer where little hands can reach to categorizing
pantry items by color (there's nothing like a little
ROYGBIV to soothe the soul). Above all, it's like
having your best friends at your side to help you turn
the chaos into calm. PLEASE NOTE: The paperback
includes a starter set of labels for your refrigerator;
the ebook and audiobook include a link to download
and print the labels from a computer (you will need
8-1/2 x 11-inch clear repositionable sticker project
paper, such as Avery 4397). Featured in Glamour's 10
Books to Help You Live Your Best Life

Originals
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Assistant, you are a leader. As an assistant, you
constantly face obstacles that hold you back from
accomplishing your career goals. Whether it's a job
change, shifting deadlines, a micromanaging
executive, a toxic co-worker, a high-pressure project,
or an intense negotiation with a vendor, the
administrative profession is not for the faint of heart.
If you're looking to maintain the status quo and be
"just an assistant," this book is not for you. But, if you
want the confidence and ability to conquer the
challenges that most try to avoid, then you're in the
right place. The Leader Assistant outlines four pillarsembody the characteristics, employ the tactics,
engage in relationships, and exercise self-care-that
will help you rediscover your passion for the
profession and become a confident, future-proof,
game-changing Leader Assistant. If you neglect even
one pillar, you'll head for burnout, stagnation, and
anonymity. You are meant for so much more. Are you
ready to be the Leader Assistant the world needs?

Up Close and Virtual
How to Be a Pa
Get Rich, Lucky Bitch
The International Bestseller "This book blew my mind.
More importantly, it made financial independence
seem achievable. I read Financial Freedom three
times, cover-to-cover." --Lifehacker Money is
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unlimited. Time is not. Become financially
independent as fast as possible. In 2010, 24-year old
Grant Sabatier woke up to find he had $2.26 in his
bank account. Five years later, he had a net worth of
over $1.25 million, and CNBC began calling him "the
Millennial Millionaire." By age 30, he had reached
financial independence. Along the way he uncovered
that most of the accepted wisdom about money,
work, and retirement is either incorrect, incomplete,
or so old-school it's obsolete. Financial Freedom is a
step-by-step path to make more money in less time,
so you have more time for the things you love. It
challenges the accepted narrative of spending
decades working a traditional 9 to 5 job, pinching
pennies, and finally earning the right to retirement at
age 65, and instead offers readers an alternative:
forget everything you've ever learned about money
so that you can actually live the life you want.
Sabatier offers surprising, counter-intuitive advice on
topics such as how to: * Create profitable side hustles
that you can turn into passive income streams or fulltime businesses * Save money without giving up what
makes you happy * Negotiate more out of your
employer than you thought possible * Travel the
world for less * Live for free--or better yet, make
money on your living situation * Create a simple,
money-making portfolio that only needs minor
adjustments * Think creatively--there are so many
ways to make money, but we don't see them. But
most importantly, Sabatier highlights that, while one's
ability to make money is limitless, one's time is not.
There's also a limit to how much you can save, but
not to how much money you can make. No one should
spend precious years working at a job they dislike or
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worrying about how to make ends meet. Perhaps the
biggest surprise: You need less money to "retire" at
age 30 than you do at age 65. Financial Freedom is
not merely a laundry list of advice to follow to get rich
quick--it's a practical roadmap to living life on one's
own terms, as soon as possible.

Upscale Your Virtual Assistant Business
The Headspace Guide to Mindfulness &
Meditation
Are You Running Your Business or is Your Business
Running You?Virtual Assistant Assistant is the book
for entrepreneurs who are looking for a way to take
their business to the next level. If you've ever caught
yourself thinking there just aren't enough hours in the
day, there is a solution. And it won't make you go
broke, either.Virtual assistants are essentially
telecommuting contractors to your business. This
book tells you everything you need to know about
virtual assistants, including: Where to find the best
ones How to hire them Best practices for working with
them on an ongoing basis It's written from firsthand
experience, NOT theoretical or academic fluff. You'll
learn how a talented virtual assistant can help save
you time, money, and headache.Take control of your
entrepreneurial life and learn how to effectively
outsource your non-essential tasks. You'll free up
hours every day to focus on what's really important.
In the end, virtual assistants can help you lead a
happier, healthier, and more productive and stressPage 31/33
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free life.It's possible (and I would argue essential) to
unload many aspects of your day-to-day work, leaving
you free to tackle the higher-level, strategic, and
money-making projects that often get neglected.
Time is Our Most Valuable ResourceBut it's also the
resource we are quickest to waste.With this book, you
may not achieve the 4 Hour Work Week right away,
but you'll get actionable advice on how to get started
with outsourcing. The world's most successful people
didn't get there alone; they all had help along the
way. What are you waiting for? Hit the Buy Now
button and get started today.
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